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WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM Q-RAILING?

IN ONE WORD: MORE.
MORE OPTIONS,
MORE POSSIBILITIES AND
MORE PASSION FOR CREATING
THE WORLD’S BEST
RAILING SYSTEMS.

Q-DESIGNS
BY Q-RAILING

Q-railing is known worldwide for our unique Q-designs, extreme modularity, unparalleled quality and surprising affordability. After over a decade of working with contractors and glaziers, we’re now introducing our railing systems directly to the place where great design starts: the architectural world. What makes Q-railing’s railing systems unique? Our passion for high design and our completely modular approach. Pre-engineered, pre-finished components made of aluminium and stainless steel. The ability to combine elements from any of our product lines to create the exact look you want. An installation system that greatly reduces labour costs. An unsurpassed level of quality and attention to detail. And, of course, safety – paramount in all that we do.

Enjoy this fresh approach to high design railing systems. Then, when you’re ready to get to work, go to q-designs.com to download all necessary technical information. At q-designs.com you will find all of the specs, CAD drawings, certificates and safety information for each Q-railing product. It’s just another example of our design-centered approach.
What’s new in the world of glass railing systems? Quite a bit! Q-railing’s designers have reinvented the glass railing, creating new glass railing systems with surprising shapes and intelligent solutions to the problems you encounter every day. These sensational new designs perfectly balance stunning hardware with transparency – all while meeting the most stringent safety standards.

A glass railing system specifically designed to withstand the heavy force of crowded public areas...a huge range of caprails in different materials and shapes...a glass clamp that resembles a wide sea shell. Whatever you’re looking for, Q-railing has the systems and components that will enable you to create a dazzling end result.

A sophisticated railing system can be the “crown jewel” in your project, a breathtaking design element that combines safety with style. Whether you’re designing a public space or a private residence, the architectural details always have a significant impact on the end result. To bring your vision to life, count on the design team at Q-railing.
EASY GLASS®
3KN

Outdoor use    yes
Indoor use     yes
Suitable for   stairs, balustrades,
top or fascia mount
Material       aluminium, glass,
stainless steel

DESIGNED FOR HEAVY USE
You use Easy Glass 3kN, Q-railing's glass railing system designed specifically for crowded public spaces.

Able to absorb a side force of 3kN to the glass without any problems, the strikingly attractive Easy Glass 3kN system meets worldwide safety and building regulations. Extremely robust and easy to assemble, the system comes with a choice of a perfect stainless steel finish on the base shoe or with stainless steel cladding. It’s a minimalist railing system that provides maximum strength and safety.
EASY GLASS®
3KN
SPECS

The 3KN system easily installs on site, with no welding required – our safety wedge system guarantees the perfect connection between the glass and the base shoe. To top it off, the finished caprail is available in a wide range of materials and sizes.

Adjustable fittings or perfectly welded corners ensure a fantastic finish on glass railings. Plus, Easy Glass 3KN can also be combined with an additional handrail from the Q-handrail series.

- Commercial use
- Indoor and outdoor
- Fascia and top mount solution
- Material: stainless steel (304 or 316 quality), aluminium, glass
- Mono or laminated glass
- Can be completed with caprail and/or additional handrail
- Suitable for concrete floor or steel frame
- Estimated fabrication and installation time: 1-2 hours per meter (3.3 linear feet)
EASY GLASS® SLIM

Outdoor use: yes
Indoor use: yes
Suitable for: stairs, balustrades, top or fascia mount
Material: aluminium, glass, stainless steel

DESIGNED FOR LIGHT TO MEDIUM USE
Looking to bring a dramatic ‘wow’ factor to a residential or light commercial building? Take a look at Easy Glass Slim. The perfect fit for minimalist interiors and exteriors, Easy Glass Slim features an attractive base shoe with an elegant small shape and dimensions.

While its perfect finish allows for an open build, Easy Glass Slim can also be cladded with stainless steel. And, as with all of the Easy Glass base shoes, Q-railing’s safety wedge installation system ensures a safe connection from the glass to the base shoe every time.

Easy Glass Slim is an economical solution that’s light, safe and quickly installed. An ideal choice for stairs, balconies and other railing installations.
Easy Glass Slim reduces your construction costs! As with all Q-railing concepts, no welding is required – installation is achieved with the glass safety wedges, gluing and clamping. Slim includes perfect corner solutions, flexible corners and caprails in a wide range of materials and sizes.

- Light Commercial or residential use
- Indoor and outdoor
- Fascia and top mount solution
- Material: stainless steel (304 or 316 quality), aluminium, glass
- Mono or laminated glass
- Can be completed with caprail and/or additional handrail
- Suitable for concrete floor or steel frame
- Estimated fabrication and installation time: 1-1.5 hours per meter (3.3 linear feet)
EASY GLASS®
MODEL 0760

Outdoor use: yes
Indoor use: yes
Suitable for: stairs, balustrades, fascia mount
Material: aluminium, glass, stainless steel

DESIGNED FOR MEDIUM USE
One of the best designs in glass railings, the elegantly shaped Easy Glass Model 0760 glass adapter provides the ideal balance between high design stainless steel details and the beautiful transparency of a glass balustrade.

With the Easy Glass Model 0760, the glass panels will appear to float! Each bracket has two closing caps for extra safety. To top it off, a huge range of caprails is available to complete your balustrade.

The model 0760’s unique, seamless design – available only at Q-railing – provides for fast and easy installation, even in the most awkward situations.
Reduce your labor costs for glass railing installation with the Easy Glass model 0760 glass adapter. Available in a variety of sizes, the 0760 has a single anchor mounting system and built-in spirit level that speeds installation even in difficult situations. Also available in an adjustable version which easily adapts for every angle.

- Commercial or residential use
- Indoor and outdoor
- Fascia mount solution
- Material: stainless steel (304 or 316 quality), glass
- Mono or laminated glass
- Can be completed with caprail and/or additional handrail
- Suitable for concrete floor or steel frame
- Estimated fabrication and installation time: 1.5-2 hours per meter (3.3 linear feet)
EASY GLASS®
MODEL 6000

Outdoor use: yes
Indoor use: yes
Suitable for: balustrades
Material: aluminium, glass, stainless steel

DESIGNED FOR LIGHT TO MEDIUM USE
The Easy Glass model 6000, a sleek and angular clamp that resembles a wide seashell, is the answer. Model 6000 lets you create your own design by combining a distinctive base with your choice of Q-railing’s wide range of caprails. With no visible screws and a beautiful, seamless design, the model 6000 shows how once again, Q-railing sets the standard for the ultimate designs in glass railing systems.
The Easy Glass model 6000 glass clamp combines sophisticated design with simple installation. Mounted with just two invisible screws, the model 6000’s single anchor system provides proven strength for glass balustrades for light to medium indoor and outdoor use.

- Commercial or residential use
- Indoor and outdoor
- Top mount solution
- Material: stainless steel (304 or 316 quality), glass
- Mono or laminated glass
- Caprail and or additional handrail
- Suitable for concrete floor or steel frame
- Estimated fabrication and installation time: 1-1.5 hours per meter (3.3 linear feet)
EASY GLASS®
MODEL 0749

| Outdoor use | yes |
| Indoor use  | yes |
| Suitable for| balustrades and stairs |
| Infills     | glass |
| Material    | stainless steel |

DESIGNED FOR MEDIUM USE
If you could position the standoffs almost anywhere, where would you place them? With the Easy Glass model 0749 glass adapter, this is not just an academic question. This extraordinary solution gives you the freedom to position the standoffs almost anywhere you want them.

Place them out of the sight line for greater transparency, or arrange them in view as a design element. Finally, complete your glass railing system with your choice of Q-railing’s many available caprails.

The Easy Glass model 0749 glass adapter: just one more way that Q-railing enables you to design custom railings to address the unique criteria and aesthetics of your projects.
Easy Glass model 0749, the first adjustable standoff for glass railings, is Q-railing's solution for what has historically been a vexing problem. Walls and other surfaces are rarely perfectly straight. The model 0749 easily straightens glass panels on site, with absolutely no on-site welding required. Featuring a 2-way-fix connection, the base also has space for a mechanical anchor system.

- Commercial or residential use
- Indoor and outdoor
- Fascia mount solution
- Material: stainless steel (304 or 316 quality), glass
- Mono or laminated glass
- Can be completed with caprail and or additional handrail
- Suitable for concrete floor or steel frame
- Estimated fabrication and installation time: 1-1.5 hours per meter (3.3 linear feet)
Q-LINE® GLASS FRAME TUBE

DESIGNED FOR LIGHT TO MEDIUM USE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor use</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor use</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable for</td>
<td>balustrades and stairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infills</td>
<td>glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>stainless steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suitable for balustrades and stairs.
Architects have been asking for a new way to install glass, and Q-railing has delivered with the innovative Q-line Glass Frame Tube. The next level of glass baluster railing systems, the Glass Frame Tube creates more space on balconies or stairs by placing the glass panels off-side, in front of the baluster posts.

This two-way full horizontal clamp system for glass panels has a beautiful, seamless design with no visible screws to mar the look.

Q-line includes a surprisingly large array of superior quality pre-fabricated modular components. Q-line's flexible system adapts to even the most challenging design or construction issues. Indoor or outdoor use, top or fascia mount. Whatever you envision, Q-railing can make it happen.
Q-line reduces your construction costs! The Q-line Glass Frame Tube is a new quick-installation option for glass infill. Plus, because the glass panels are placed in front of—rather than in between—the baluster posts, longer lengths of glass can be used, which makes installation go even quicker.

- Commercial or residential use
- Indoor and outdoor
- Top and fascia mount solution
- Material: stainless steel (304 or 316 quality), glass
- Mono or laminated glass
- Can be completed with additional handrail
- Suitable for concrete floor or steel frame
- Estimated fabrication and installation time: 1-2 hours per meter (3.3 linear feet)
Q-HANDBRACE: SQUARE LINE®

- Handrail: square line®
- Outdoor use: yes
- Indoor use: yes
- Suitable for: stairs
- Material: stainless steel

DESIGNED FOR LIGHT TO MEDIUM USE
Although handrails are necessary for safety purposes, no one ever said they have to be boring. Q-railing’s Square Line handrail is the answer to design in handrail.

Seamless and edgy, with no visible screws to distract the eye, these unique square handrails are a design exclusive available only from Q-railing. Use them in conjunction with any Q-railing baluster system (square, round, glass, metal infill, etc.). Q-railing’s products are all completely modular.
Q-HANDBRUELL:
SQUARE LINE®
SPECS

Keep everyone safe with this dramatic square handrail. Easily installed on site, the Square Line handrail has no visible screws. A broad range of connectors, endcaps and fittings are available to complete your design.

- Commercial or residential use
- Indoor and outdoor
- Material: stainless steel (316 quality)
- Mono or laminated glass
- Suitable for all walls
- Estimated fabrication and installation time: 15-20 minutes per meter (3.3 linear feet)
Q-LINE: EASY Q-WEB®

Outdoor use: yes
Indoor use: yes
Suitable for: balustrades and stairs
Infill: web
Material: stainless steel

DESIGNED FOR LIGHT TO MEDIUM USE
Q-railing introduces a design innovation with a strong industrial look: the Q-line Easy Q-web. Achieve full transparency using an extremely safe stainless steel web as infill.

This intelligent combination of stainless steel cables and ferrules is the key to a range of shapes for engineered cable mesh constructions. Just think of all the ways you can use Easy Q-web in your next project!
This attractive web of intertwined stainless steel cables is lightweight for a more easy installation, yet capable of handling an extremely high load capacity. Use Q-web to create a transparent barrier, or a robust railing system. The stainless steel mesh cable is manufactured in a diameter 1.5 mm.

- Commercial or residential use
- Indoor and outdoor
- Top and fascia mount solution
- Material: stainless steel (316 quality)
- Can be completed with additional handrail
- Suitable for concrete floor or steel frame
- Estimated fabrication and installation time: 1–2 hours per meter (3.3 linear feet)
Fresh, breathtaking design. Dazzling lines. Unique spaces and looks. This is what happens when you mix architects’ brilliant design imaginations with Q-railing’s component-based railing systems. With thousands of versatile components available for your use as ‘mix and match’ design building blocks, anything is possible. Indoor, outdoor, residential, commercial, industrial. Over the past decade Q-railing’s systems have been installed in countless projects around the world, in every possible type of construction. Q-railing brings architects’ visions to life.
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Download CAD drawings, technical specs and more for each Q-railing product.